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Abstract

Recent advances in stochastic gradient variational inference have made it possible to perform variational Bayesian inference with posterior approximations containing auxiliary random variables. This enables us to explore a new synthesis of variational inference and Monte Carlo methods where we incorporate one or more steps of MCMC into our variational approximation. We describe the theoretical foundations that make this possible and show some promising first results.

1 Stochastic gradient variational inference

At the center of Bayesian analysis is the posterior distribution \( p(z|x) \), where \( z \) is a set of unknown parameters or latent variables and \( x \) is the observed data. If the prior \( p(z) \) and likelihood \( p(x|z) \) have been specified, the posterior distribution can be computed using Bayes’ rule. In practice this computation is often intractable and we have to resort to approximation methods. One such approximation method is variational inference, which casts inference as an optimization problem where we introduce a parameterized posterior approximation \( q(\theta) \) which is fit to the posterior distribution by choosing its parameters \( \theta \) to maximize the lower bound of the marginal likelihood:

\[
\log p(x) = \mathbb{E}_{q(\theta|x)}[\log p(x, z) - \log q(\theta|z)] + D_{KL}(q(\theta|z) || p(z|x)) \\
\geq \mathbb{E}_{q(\theta|x)}[\log p(x, z) - \log q(\theta|z)] = \mathcal{L}.
\]

Since \( \log p(x) \) is independent of \( \theta \), maximizing the bound \( \mathcal{L} \) w.r.t. \( \theta \) will minimize the KL-divergence \( D_{KL}(q(\theta|z) || p(z|x)) \), and the bound is tight when \( D_{KL}(q(\theta|z) || p(z|x)) = 0 \). The approximate posterior \( q(\theta|z) \) is some appropriately chosen probabilistic model that is differentiable w.r.t. \( \theta \) and from which we can sample. In order to maximize the objective \( \mathcal{L} \) we need to evaluate the expectation with respect to \( q(\theta|z) \), which itself is often also intractable. Recent work in stochastic gradient variational inference therefore proposes to approximate this expectation using Monte Carlo, by replacing \( \mathcal{L} \) with a sample average using random draws from \( q(\theta|z) \). Obtaining gradients of this Monte Carlo estimate requires the application of the chain rule through the random sampling from \( q(\theta|z) \) \([1, 2, 3]\). This can in many cases be realised by drawing from \( q(\theta|z) \) in two steps: In the first step we draw a set of primitive random variables \( u \) from a fixed distribution \( p(u) \), and we then transform those as \( z = g_\theta(u, x) \) with \( g_\theta() \) chosen in such a way that \( z \) has \( q(\theta|x) \) as its distribution. If this is the case we can apply backpropagation, differentiating through the sampling function to obtain unbiased stochastic estimates of the gradient of the lower bound objective with respect to \( \theta \) \([1, 2, 3]\). Alternatively, the gradient of the lower bound may be approximated using Monte Carlo directly \([4, 5, 6]\). Once we have obtained a stochastic estimate of the gradient of \( \mathcal{L} \) with respect to \( \theta \), we can use this estimate in a stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithm for fitting our approximation to the true posterior \( p(z|x) \).

In case of a dataset with multiple datapoints \( x_i \), it can be efficient to let the distribution \( q(z|x) \) be an explicit function of \( x_i \), since in that case there is often no necessity for ‘local’ variational parameters \( \theta \) per individual datapoint \( x_i \); instead, \( q \) maps from global parameters \( \theta \) and local observed value \( x_i \).
to a distribution over the local latent variable(s) $z_i$. We can then optimize over $\theta$ for all observations $x_i$ jointly. The joint lower bound to be optimized in this case is given by

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \log p(x_i) \geq \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbb{E}_{q_{\theta}(z_i|x_i)}[\log p(z_i, x_i) - \log q_{\theta}(z_i|x_i)].$$

of which an unbiased estimator (and its gradients) can be constructed by sampling $x_i$ from the empirical distribution and sampling from $q_{\theta}(z_i|x_i)$. We will often leave out the subscript $i$ for brevity.

One convenient way of parameterizing such a conditional approximation $q_{\theta}(z|x)$ is by using an inference network as in Helmholtz machines [7] or the related variational auto-encoders [2, 3]. In this paper we instead propose to let $x$ enter the approximation $q$ via Markov transition kernels. In [8] the authors also explore the usage of Markov chains in $q$; however their Markov chains for $q$ have a restricted functional form consisting only of diffusion with small update steps, the chain does not sample from a posterior, and their $p(z)$ is not an arbitrary distribution, but rather chosen for simplicity.

1.1 Using auxiliary variables

One application of stochastic gradient variational inference shown in earlier work [11] is to fit a posterior approximation containing auxiliary random variables. We do this by introducing a new set of random variables $y$, and lower bounding [2] by

$$\mathbb{E}_{q(z|x)}[\log p(x, z) - \log q(z|x)] \geq \mathbb{E}_{q(y, z|x)}[\log p(x, z) - \log q(y, z|x) + \log r(y|x, z)],$$

(3)

where $r(y|x, z)$ is an auxiliary inference distribution which we are free to choose, and our marginal posterior approximation is given by $q(z|x) = \int q(y, z|x)dy$. The marginal approximation $q(z|x)$ is now a mixture of distributions of the form $q(z|x, y)$. Since this is a very rich class of distributions, this method may be used to obtain a closer fit to the exact posterior, see [1]. The choice $r(y|x, z) = q(y|x, z)$ [5] would be optimal, but again often intractable to compute; in practice, good results can be obtained by specifying a $r(y|x, z)$ that can approximate $q(y|x, z)$ to a reasonable degree. One way this can be achieved is by specifying $r(y|x, z)$ to be of some flexible parametric form, and optimizing the lower bound over the parameters of this distribution.

2 Integrating MCMC into the variational approximation

A popular alternative to variational inference is the method of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Like variational inference, MCMC starts by taking a random draw $z_0$ from some initial distribution $q(z_0)$ or $q(z_0|x)$. Rather than optimizing this distribution, however, MCMC methods subsequently apply a stochastic transition operator to the random draw $z_0$:

$$z_t \sim q(z_t|z_{t-1}, x).$$

By judiciously choosing the transition operator $q(z_t|z_{t-1})$ and iteratively applying it many times, the outcome of this procedure, $z_T$, will be a random variable that converges in distribution to the exact posterior $p(z|x)$. The advantage of MCMC is that the samples it gives us can approximate the exact posterior arbitrarily well if we are willing to apply the stochastic transition operator a sufficient number of times. The downside of MCMC is that in practice we do not know how many times is sufficient, and getting a good approximation using MCMC can take a very long time. The central idea of this paper is that we can interpret the stochastic Markov chain $q(z|x) = q(z_0|x) \prod_{t=1}^{T} q(z_t|z_{t-1}, x)$ as a variational approximation in an expanded space by considering $z_0, z_1, \ldots, z_{T-1} = y$ to be auxiliary random variables (see section [11]), and optimize this approximation for improved results. Doing so gives us the following bound on the marginal log-likelihood:

$$\log p(x) \geq \mathbb{E}_{q}[\log p(x, z_T) - \log q(z_0, \ldots, z_T|x) + \log r(z_0, \ldots, z_{T-1}|x, z_T)]$$

$$= \mathbb{E}_{q} \left[ \log[p(x, z_T)/q(z_0|x)] + \sum_{t=1}^{T} \log[r_t(z_{t-1}|x, z_t)/q_t(z_t|x, z_{t-1})] \right],$$

(4)

where the subscript $t$ in $q_t$ and $r_t$ highlights the possibility of using different transition operators $q_t$ and inverse models $r_t$ at different points in the Markov chain.
Algorithmically, we can obtain an unbiased approximation of the lower bound using the following iterative algorithm.

**Algorithm 1 MCMC lower bound**

**Require:** Model with joint distribution \( p(x, z) \) and a desired but intractable posterior \( p(z|x) \)
**Require:** Number of iterations \( T \)
**Require:** Transition operator(s) \( q_t(z_t|x, z_{t-1}) \)
**Require:** Inverse model(s) \( r_t(z_{t-1}|x, z_t) \)

Draw an initial random variable \( z_0 \sim q(z_0|x) \)
Initialize the lower bound as \( L = \log p(x, z_0) - \log q(z_0|x) \)

for \( t = 1 : T \) do
  Perform random transition \( z_t \sim q_t(z_t|x, z_{t-1}) \)
  Calculate the ratio \( \alpha_t = \frac{p(x,z_t)r_t(z_{t-1}|z_t)}{p(x,z_{t-1})q_t(z_t|z_{t-1})} \)
  Update the lower bound \( L = L + \log \alpha_t \)
end for

return the approximate lower bound \( L \), and approximate posterior draw \( z_T \)

The result of Algorithm 1 is an unbiased approximation of the variational lower bound. Under the assumptions of Section 1, it is also a smooth function of the parameters of our variational approximation \( q_0(z|x) \) and our auxiliary inverse model \( r_0(z_0, \ldots, z_{t-1}|x, z_T) \). By differentiating the sampled lower bound with respect to parameters \( \theta \) using stochastic backpropagation techniques [1, 2, 3] we obtain an unbiased estimate of the gradient of the bound w.r.t. the variational parameters; the variational parameters can then be optimized by stochastic gradient ascent.

**Algorithm 2 Markov Chain Variational Inference (MCVI)**

**Require:** Forward Markov model \( q_0(z) \) and backward Markov model \( r_0(z_0, \ldots, z_{t-1}|z_T) \)
**Require:** Parameters \( \theta \)
**Require:** Stochastic estimate of the variational lower bound \( L(\theta) \) from Algorithm 1

while not converged do
  Obtain unbiased stochastic estimate \( \hat{g} \) with \( E_q[\hat{g}] = \nabla_\theta L(\theta) \) by differentiating the stochastic approximation \( L(\theta) \) [1, 2, 3] or using a direct approximation [4, 5, 6]
  Update the parameters \( \theta \) using gradient \( \hat{g} \) and a stochastic optimization algorithm
end while

return the final optimized variational parameters \( \theta \)

In Algorithm 2 we suggest optimizing the bound over all MCMC steps jointly, which is expected to give the best results for a fixed number of MCMC steps. However, the iterative nature of the bound also suggests another approach: We can take any existing variational approximation and improve it by adding a single MCMC step and optimizing its local bound contribution \( E_q \log[\alpha_t] \). This way we can iteratively improve our posterior approximation, similar to how boosting algorithms are used to iteratively fit regression models. Note that this approach is not restricted to MCMC; it is not strictly necessary for the Markov chain to be an MCMC chain.

**Algorithm 3 Boosted MCVI**

**Require:** Unnormalized log posterior \( \log p(x, z) \)
**Require:** Variational approximation \( q(z_0|x) \)

for \( t = 1 : T \) do
  Add transition operator \( q_t(z_t|x, z_{t-1}) \) and backward model \( r_t(z_{t-1}|x, z_t) \), optimize their parameters to maximize the local contribution to the lower bound \( E_{q(z_t, z_{t-1})} \log[\alpha_t] \)
  Set the new posterior approximation equal to \( q(z_t) = \int q_t(z_t|z_{t-1})q(z_{t-1})dz_{t-1} \)
end for

return the final posterior approximation \( q(z_T) \)
This approach may also be interesting for online Bayesian inference, where we could add an MCMC step every time a new data point \( x \) is obtained. Another potential application are dynamic Bayesian models, where we could track a time-varying parameter vector \( z \) using a variational Markov chain.

2.1 Detailed balance

For practical MCMC inference we almost always use a transition operator that satisfies detailed balance, i.e. a transition operator \( q_t(z_t | x, z_{t-1}) \) for which we have

\[
\frac{p(x, z_t) q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t)}{p(x, z_{t-1}) q_t(z_t | x, z_{t-1})} = 1,
\]

where \( q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \) denotes \( q_t(z_t | x, z_{t-1}) \) with its \( z \) arguments reversed (not \( q(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \): the conditional pdf of \( z_{t-1} \) given \( z_t \) under \( q \)). If our transition operator satisfies detailed balance, we can divide \( \alpha_t \) in Algorithm 1 by the ratio above (i.e. 1) to give

\[
\log[\alpha_t] = \log r_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) - \log q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t).
\]

By optimally choosing \( p_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \) in this expression, we can make the expectation \( E_q \log[\alpha_t] \) non-negative: if the iterate \( z_{t-1} \) has converged to the posterior distribution \( p(z|x) \), then it follows from detailed balance that \( q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) = q(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \). In that case choosing \( p_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) = q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \) is optimal, and the lower bound is unaffected by the transition. If, on the other hand, the chain has not fully mixed yet, then \( q_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \neq q(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \): the last iterate \( z_{t-1} \) will then have a predictable dependence on the initial conditions which allows us to choose \( r_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \) in such a way that \( E_q \log[\alpha_t] \) is positive and improves our lower bound. Hence a stochastic transition respecting detailed balance always improves our variational posterior approximation unless it is already perfect! In practice, the extent to which we can capitalize on this to improve our lower bound depends on an adequately powerful model \( r_t(z_{t-1} | x, z_t) \).

A practical transition operator that satisfies detailed balance is Gibbs sampling. Another popular way of ensuring our transitions satisfy detailed balance is by correcting them using Metropolis-Hastings acceptance/rejection. In the latter case, the stochastic transition operator \( q_t(z_t | x, z_{t-1}) \) is constructed in two steps: First a stochastic proposal \( z'_t \) is generated from a distribution \( \phi(z'_t | z_{t-1}) \). Next, the acceptance probability is calculated as

\[
\rho(z_{t-1}, z'_t) = \min \left[ \frac{p(x, z'_t) \phi(z_{t-1} | z'_t)}{p(x, z_{t-1}) \phi(z'_t | z_{t-1})}, 1 \right].
\]

Finally, \( z_t \) is set to \( z'_t \) with probability \( \rho(z_{t-1}, z'_t) \), and to \( z_{t-1} \) with probability \( 1 - \rho(z_{t-1}, z'_t) \). Taking these two steps together, the combined stochastic transition operator is found to be

\[
q_t(z_t | x, z_{t-1}) = \rho(z_{t-1}, z_t) \phi(z_t | z_{t-1}) + s(z_{t-1}) \delta_{z_{t-1}}(z_t)
\]

with \( s(z_{t-1}) = \int [1 - \rho(z_{t-1}, z_t)] \phi(z_t | z_{t-1}) dz_t \) and \( \delta_{z_{t-1}}() \) a delta distribution centered at \( z_{t-1} \).

Optimizing a variational approximation with Metropolis-Hastings corrected updates is difficult in practice, as the log reverse rejection probability \( \log[s(z_{t-1})] \) cannot be stochastically approximated without bias. We therefore use Algorithm 1 without Metropolis-Hastings correction in the remainder of the paper.

3 Hamiltonian variational approximation

One of the most efficient and widely applicable MCMC methods is Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [9]. HMC is an MCMC method for approximating continuous distributions \( p(z | x) \) where the space of unknown variables is expanded to include a set of auxiliary variables \( y \) with the same dimension as \( z \). These auxiliary variables are initialized with a random draw from a distribution \( y'_t \sim q(y'_t | x, z_{t-1}) \), after which the method simulates the dynamics corresponding to the Hamiltonian

\[
H(y, z) = 0.5 y^T M^{-1} y - \log p(x, z),
\]

where \( z \) and \( y \) are iteratively updated using the leapfrog integrator, see [9].

Hamiltonian dynamics of this form is a very effective way of exploring the posterior distribution \( p(z | x) \) because the dynamics is guided by the gradient of the exact log posterior, and random walks
are suppressed by the auxiliary variables $y_t$, which are also called momentum variables. Furthermore, the transition from $y_t'|z_{t-1}$ to $y_t, z_t$ in HMC is deterministic, invertible and volume preserving, which means that we have

$$q(y_t, z_t | z_{t-1}, x) = q(y_t, z_t, z_{t-1} | x)/q(z_{t-1} | x) = q(y_t', z_{t-1} | x)/q(z_{t-1} | x) = q(y_t' | z_{t-1}, x)$$

and similarly

$$r(y_t', z_{t-1} | z_t, x) = r(y_t | z_t, x),$$

with $z_t, y_t$ the output of the Hamiltonian dynamics.

Using this choice of transition operator $q_t(y_t, z_t | z_{t-1}, x)$ and inverse model $r_t(y_t', z_{t-1} | z_t, x)$ we obtain the following algorithm for stochastically approximating the log marginal likelihood lower bound:

**Algorithm 4 Hamiltonian variational approximation of the lower bound**

**Require:** Unnormalized log posterior distribution $\log p(x, z)$

**Require:** Number of iterations $T$

**Require:** Momentum initialization distribution(s) $q_t(y_t' | z_{t-1}, x)$ and inverse model(s) $r_t(y_t | z_t, x)$

**Require:** HMC stepsize and mass matrix $\epsilon, M$

Draw an initial random variable $z_0 \sim q(z_0 | x)$

Initialize the lower bound as $L = \log[p(x, z_0)] - \log[q(z_0 | x)]$

for $t = 1 : T$

Draw initial momentum variables $y_t' \sim q_t(y_t' | x, z_{t-1})$

Simulate Hamiltonian dynamics $z_t, y_t = \text{Hamiltonian Dynamics}(z_{t-1}, y_t')$

Calculate the ratio $\alpha_t = \frac{p(x, z_t) r_t(y_t | z_t, x)}{p(x, z_{t-1}) q_t(y_t' | z_{t-1})}$

Update the lower bound $L = L + \log[\alpha_t]$

end for

return the lower bound $L$, and approximate posterior draw $z_T$

We can fit our variational approximation to the true posterior distribution by stochastically maximizing the lower bound with respect to $q, r$ and the parameters (stepsize and mass matrix) of the Hamiltonian dynamics using Algorithm 2. We call this version of the algorithm Hamiltonian Variational Inference.

After running Hamiltonian Variational Inference to convergence, we have an optimized approximation $q(z | x)$ of the posterior distribution. Because our approximation automatically adapts to the local shape of the exact posterior, this approximation will often be better than a variational approximation with a fixed functional form, provided our model for $r_t(y_t | z_t, x)$ is flexible enough. Since we do not use Metropolis-Hastings acceptance/rejection each HMC step is not guaranteed to improve the variational approximation for fixed parameters $\theta$. However, when we have optimized the bound over $\theta$ each HMC step can never make us worse off.

In addition to improving the quality of our approximation, we find that the HMCs steps often reduce the variance in our stochastic gradient estimates as a side effect, thereby speeding up the optimization. The downside of using this algorithm is that its computational cost per iteration is higher than when using an approximate $q(z | x)$ of a fixed form, mainly owing to the need of calculating additional derivatives of $\log p(x, z)$. These derivatives may also be difficult to derive by hand, so it is advisable to use an automatic differentiation package such as Theano [10]. As a rule of thumb, using Hamiltonian Variational Inference with $mn$ MCMC steps and $k$ leapfrog steps is about $mnk$ times as expensive per iteration as when using a fixed approximation $q(z | x)$. This may be offset by reducing the number of iterations, and in practice we find that adding a single MCMC step to a fixed-form approximation often speeds up the convergence of the lower bound optimization in wallclock time. The scaling of the computational demands in the dimensionality of $z$ is the same for both methods and depends on the structure of $p(x, z)$.

Compared to the regular Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method, Algorithm 4 has a number of advantages: The samples drawn from $q(z | x)$ are independent, the parameters of the Hamiltonian dynamics $(M, \epsilon)$ are automatically tuned, and there are no rejections of transitions. Furthermore, we optimize a lower bound on the log marginal likelihood, and we can assess the approximation quality using the techniques discussed in [11]. By finding a good initial distribution $q(z_0)$, we may also speed up convergence to the true posterior. A downside is that Algorithm 4 will in general never match the true posterior exactly with a finite number of steps, while MCMC is asymptotically exact.
3.1 Example: A beta-binomial model for overdispersion

To demonstrate Hamiltonian Variational Inference we use an example from [11], which considers the problem of estimating the rates of death from stomach cancer for the largest cities in Missouri. The data is available from the R package LearnBayes. It consists of 20 pairs \((n_j, x_j)\) where \(n_j\) contains the number of individuals that were at risk for cancer in city \(j\), and \(x_j\) is the number of cancer deaths that occurred in that city. The counts \(x_j\) are overdispersed compared to what one could expect under a binomial model with constant probability, so [11] assumes a beta-binomial model with a two dimensional parameter vector \(z\). The low dimensionality of this problem allows us to easily visualize the results.

We use a variational approximation containing a single HMC step so that we can easily integrate out the 2 momentum variables numerically for calculating the exact KL-divergence of our approximation and to visualize our results. We choose \(q_0(z_0)\), \(q_0(y_1|z_0)\), \(r_0(y_1|z_1)\) to all be multivariate Gaussian distributions with diagonal covariance matrix. The mass matrix \(M\) is also diagonal. The means of \(q_0(y_1|z_0)\) and \(r_0(y_1|z_1)\) are defined as linear functions in \(z\) and \(\nabla_z \log p(x, z)\), with adjustable coefficients. The covariance matrices are not made to depend on \(z\). The approximation is run using different numbers of leapfrog steps in the Hamiltonian dynamics.

![Figure 1: Approximate posteriors for a varying number of leapfrog steps. Exact posterior at bottom right.](image1)

![Figure 2: R-squared accuracy measure [1] for approximate posteriors using a varying number of leapfrog steps.](image2)

As can be seen from Figures [1] and [2], the Hamiltonian dynamics indeed helps us improve the posterior approximation. Most of the benefit is realized in the first two leapfrog iterations. Of course, more iterations may still prove useful for different problems and different specifications of \(q_0(z_0)\), \(q_0(y_1|z_0)\), \(r_0(y_1|z_1)\), and additional MCMC steps may also help. Adjusting only the means of \(q_0(y_1|z_0)\) and \(r_0(y_1|z_1)\) based on the gradient of the log posterior is a simple specification that achieves good results. We find that even simpler parameterizations still do quite well, by finding a solution where the variance of \(q_0(y_1|z_0)\) is larger than that of \(r_0(y_1|z_1)\), and the variance of \(q_0(z_0)\) is smaller than that of \(p(y|z)\): The Hamiltonian dynamics then effectively transfers entropy from \(y\) to \(z\), resulting in a improved lower bound.

3.2 Example: Generative model for handwritten digits

Next, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our Hamiltonian variational approach for inference and learning with a deep generative neural network like described in [2]. The model will be fitted to a binarized version of the MNIST image dataset of handwritten digits as e.g. used in [12]; this dataset is often used as a comparative benchmark for probability density and mass modeling approaches.

Specifically, the generative model \(p(x, z)\) consists of a spherical Gaussian prior \(p(z) = \mathcal{N}(0, I)\), and conditional likelihood \(q_0(x|z)\) parameterized as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), i.e. a fully connected neural network. This MLP takes as input the latent variables \(z\), and via two layers of each 300 hidden units with softplus \((\log(1 + e^v))\) nonlinearities, outputs a vector of conditionally independent Bernoulli scalars.
Table 1: Comparison of our approach to other recent methods in the literature. We compare the average marginal log-likelihood measured in nats of the digits in the MNIST test set. See section 3.2 for details.

In [2] the authors describe an experiment where variational inference is performed with a doubly stochastic gradient ascent procedure, using a q distribution containing a neural network like the generative model. In each iteration, an unbiased estimate of the gradients for all variational and generative parameters is computed by differentiating the lower bound with a sample (minibatch) of 1000 datapoints and a single sample from q for each datapoint. We replace the inference network with the Hamiltonian posterior approximation as described in Algorithm 4 with T = 1 and a varying number of leapfrog steps. The auxiliary inference model r(y|x, z) is chosen to be of a similar flexible parametric form as the inference network in [2], namely a MLP with one deterministic hidden layer with 300 units and a Gaussian output variable with diagonal covariance. We tested two variants of the distribution.q(z0|x). In one case, we let this distribution be a Gaussian with a mean and diagonal covariance structure that are learned, but independent of the datapoint x. In the second case, we let q(z0|x) be an inference network like r(y|x, z), with two layers of each 300 hidden units and Gaussian output with diagonal covariance structure.

Stochastic gradient-based optimization was performed using a variant of RMSProp [13] with initialization bias correction, a learning rate of 0.001, first order decay of 0.1, and a second moment decay of 0.001. The optimization was run on 50,000 datapoints until convergence or divergence, which often took a few thousand epochs. The model iteration that produced the best likelihood lower bound on a validation set of 10,000 datapoints was selected.

The marginal likelihood of the test set was estimated with importance sampling by taking a Monte Carlo estimate of the expectation p(x) = E_q(z|x) [p(x, z)/q(z|x)] with over a thousand importance samples per test-set datapoint. See table 1 for our numerical results and a comparison to other methods. Without an inference network and with 10 leapfrog steps we were able to achieve a mean test-set lower bound of −87.6, and an estimated mean marginal likelihood of −85.56. When no Hamiltonian dynamics was included the gap is more than 5 nats; the smaller difference of 2 nats when 10 leapfrog steps were performed illustrates the bias-reduction effect of the MCMC chain.

4 Conclusion

By using auxiliary variables in combination with stochastic gradient variational inference we can construct posterior approximations that are much better than can be obtained using only simpler exponential family forms. One way of improving variational inference is by integrating one or more
MCMC steps into the approximation. By doing so we can bridge the accuracy/speed gap between MCMC and variational inference and get the best of both worlds.
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